Course Information

This handout explains how the course is organized and administered. It describes how you will be graded and what the course staff expects of you.

1 Staff

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>Prof. Charles E. Leiserson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>Dr. I-Ting Angelina Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Assistant</td>
<td>Liz Fong-Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Assistant</td>
<td>Timothy Kaler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Assistant</td>
<td>Justin Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Staff</td>
<td>Marcia Davidson</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 Web

Assignments:  http://stellar.mit.edu/S/course/6/fa12/6.172/
Course calendar: http://goo.gl/FFst7
Forum:  http://www.piazza.com
Lecture notes:  http://nb.mit.edu
Piazza signup:  https://piazza.com/mit/fall2012/6172

We will be using the Stellar course-management system. Please make sure that you are registered with Stellar as a member of 6.172 for the Fall 2012 semester. We will use Stellar to post assignments and accept written submissions.

The Piazza website provides a wiki-like service for organizing questions and answers regarding course content. The course staff will generally use Piazza, rather than email, for general communications with students. Piazza allows students to submit questions to the course staff, which other students can see. Questions can be submitted with the author identified, but anonymous questions can also be submitted. The course staff can respond to questions and provide answers, but students can also respond and provide answers. You should have received an email inviting you to register on the 6.172 Piazza website. If not, you may invite yourself by using the Piazza sign-up link above. All questions about course content and administration should be posed via Piazza, not via email. If you are shy, post your question to Piazza anonymously.

To communicate directly with course staff, please write a question or note on Piazza and mark it “private.” Your question or note will not be viewable by the rest of the class, unless you later choose to make it public.

3 Lectures

Lectures will be held on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 2:30 to 4:00 P.M. in 34-101. Please plan to attend regularly. All material covered in the lectures will be fair game for projects and quizzes. We will post lecture
slides and notes on Stellar, but they often will not contain all of the information presented in a particular lecture and should not be considered a substitute for attendance.

We will also post lecture notes on the nb website, which allows students to comment on the notes. These lecture notes will form the basis of a textbook, and we consider your nb feedback to be a valuable contribution. Those who provide useful comments during the semester will be acknowledged in the book’s credits.

4 Recitations

We will hold regularly scheduled recitations on Fridays. The duration of each recitation section is two hours. The recitations are designed to be hands-on tutorials covering tools and other practical topics. Recitations are mandatory. Missing more than one without an approved excuse will result in failing the course. If you must miss a recitation, notify your TA as soon as possible. You will still need to complete the recitation assignment and have a TA check it off.

5 Office Hours

Office hours will generally be held Mondays, Tuesday, and Wednesdays from 4:00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M. in a location to be announced. The course calendar will provide details when holidays and other events interfere with this schedule.

6 Grading

Each assignment will describe how the materials you submit will be evaluated. The scores you receive on each assignment will be combined to produce your final grade after being weighted approximately as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assignment</th>
<th>Grade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Homeworks 1–4</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projects 1–3</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Project</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you receive no substantial credit on any project or homework assignment, then you risk failing the class. Missing more than one recitation checkoff may also result in a failing grade. Please speak with your TA immediately if you receive no substantial credit for an assignment, or if you have not completed a recitation checkoff.

7 Homeworks

There will be four homework assignments throughout the semester which will help you prepare for your projects and evaluate your understanding of the course material.
8 Quiz

There will be one 2-hour quiz on Tuesday, November 6, in the evening. The quiz will be closed book and closed notes, but you will be permitted a crib sheet. All material covered by the lectures, projects, or prerequisite courses, as well as any other material indicated by course staff, is fair game for the quiz. More details will be forthcoming as the quiz approaches.

There will be no final exam.

9 Projects

The bulk of your out-of-class time will be spent completing four projects of increasing scope and complexity. The general structure of each assignment is described below.

Project 1 will be completed in pairs. The project will allow you to learn how to improve performance by using a performance monitoring tool and to experiment with word-level parallelism.

Project 2 will be completed in pairs, but you will not be allowed to pair with the same person you did in Project 1. You will begin by optimizing a single-threaded physical simulation. Then, you will be introduced to Cilk Plus, a language, compiler, library, and tool chain for developing multithreaded applications, and you will parallelize your project. This project will expose you to many of the issues associated with correctness and performance in a multithreaded application.

Project 3 will be completed in pairs, but you will not be allowed to pair with either of the people you paired with in Projects 1 and 2. Project 3 will require you to examine the complex real-world problem of high-performance memory management. You will implement a serial and parallel library which provides the malloc, free, and realloc functions (that is, the C memory-management API) as efficiently as possible for a number of different plausible workloads.

The Final Project will be completed in small groups of two to four students. You will work to optimize a game engine, which plays a two-player board game. Unlike in previous projects, we will provide relatively little direction. You will need to use everything you have learned during the course to identify performance issues and eliminate them. Since higher performance programs should play better, we will play tournaments to determine program rankings.

10 MITPOSSE

The course staff has recruited senior software engineers in the region to share with you their invaluable experience and give you concrete advice on your design and code. These Masters in the Practice of Software Systems Engineering (MITPOSSE) will review your designs and code. They will not have any direct involvement in the grading process, but your participation in code and design reviews will be evaluated by the course staff to determine the MITPOSSE portion of your project grade. Furthermore, your Master’s expertise can help you produce projects with a higher grade.

Your assigned Master has agreed to volunteer a significant amount of their time to help you learn. We’ve hand-picked these volunteers from among the very best software engineers in the region. They know what they are talking about. All have extensive experience with real-world, on-the-job design reviews.

Please accord these Masters your greatest respect, since they are volunteering their time. Be punctual. Be prepared. Be gracious. You can learn a lot from them.
11 Project structure

Each project will consist of a beta submission, code and design review, and the final submission. You are also required to submit a design document which describes your implementation for both your beta and final submissions. The exact grading scheme for the projects will vary. The handout for each project will include a section describing exactly how your implementation will be evaluated.

The teams with the fastest correct implementations for the beta and final submissions will receive bonus points, and the adoration of their peers. After-all, being fast is cool!

Beta submission

For the beta, you should focus on creating a correct implementation and developing a good set of tests. You should also try to make it fast! We will generally give more weight to the performance of your final submission, however. You will also submit a design document describing your implementation.

Code and design reviews (MITPOSSE)

After the beta submission your Master will comment on your code using the Caesar code review tool. You will coordinate with your Master to schedule an on-campus design review. Please ensure that you read and reply to your Master’s code-review comments before your design review. Although your Master will not be grading you, your level of engagement with the code-review process will be evaluated by course staff to determine the MITPOSSE portion of your project grade. This portion of the grade will be assigned individually to each member of the team. If you fail to attend design reviews with your Master, you risk failing the class.

Final submission

The final submission will generally be due about two weeks after the beta. We will announce a performance goal for the final project shortly after the beta submission deadline. The performance goal will be set to be challenging, but achievable with effort. Projects which do not meet or exceed the performance goal will receive partial credit based on their rank among other submissions. We also will expect that you have incorporated feedback from your Master and have improved your implementation’s code quality and documentation.

Team dynamics

With the exception of the code-review part of the project grade, team members will generally receive the same grade on their joint project. You are required to make a substantial contribution to each project. If a team member does not make a substantial contribution to the project, the course staff will adjust the student’s individual grade accordingly.

To help ensure that all team members contribute, we will be reviewing the git commit logs to assess the dynamics of your team. You should ensure that commits are well balanced among your team members’ user names. We understand that with pair programming, commits from one team member may represent work by others, but it is up to the pair to ensure that commits are balanced.

If you feel that a team member is not pulling his or her weight, please contact the course staff as soon as possible.
12 Late and missing work

Since this is a fast-moving class, you will most likely find it difficult to play “catch-up” should you fall behind. For this reason, among others, we will generally not accept late projects. You should submit whatever you have by the deadline, and we will award partial credit as appropriate.

If you find yourself in an unusual situation which you believe may constitute an extenuating circumstance, please let us know, preferably in advance.

13 Academic honesty

Institute guidelines relating to academic honesty require that we inform you of our expectations regarding permissible academic conduct. It is your responsibility to satisfy both the letter and the spirit of these rules. If any part of this policy is unclear, or if you have any questions or concerns, please ask a member of the course staff for clarification.

If you violate this policy, you will be referred to the Committee on Discipline to face the possibility of expulsion from MIT and other punitive actions. We take academic dishonesty extremely seriously. Please do not put us in a position where we must deal with it.

The course staff will use technological and other means to detect cheating. If one party shares material with another, we treat both the giver and receiver as equally guilty of academic dishonesty.

You may not share ideas, algorithms, approaches to solutions, or answers to written questions with anyone who is not a member of your group, whether or not they are in the class.

When working in a group, you may (of course) share ideas, code, and anything else that may be appropriate within the group, but be sure that you are making a fair contribution to your group. We ask you to briefly describe the contributions of each group member in the written material you submit with each project. If you have not made a fair contribution to that work, putting your name on your group’s work is considered academically dishonest.

You may not permit anyone besides the staff, the members of your group, and your Master (see Section 10) to view your source code, your compiled binaries, or your written documentation. During code reviews, however, you may view the code of other students in the same review group, but you may not share hard copies. You may not view anyone else’s solutions or materials. You may not copy or transcribe a solution from any source. The work you submit must be your own.

You may use general conceptual material, such as what you might obtain from a textbook, regardless of its source. For instance, Introduction to Algorithms by Cormen, Leiserson, Rivest, and Stein is an excellent resource for looking up algorithms. If you do use any material from an external source, please cite it briefly and clearly in your documentation.

In short, make sure that you are turning in your own work! If you have any questions or concerns, talk to the course staff. If you feel that you may have violated this policy, it will go far better for you if you report your possible transgression to us than if we find out by other means.

If you need help

Please get started on your assignments early, since programming assignments often take longer than you expect, even if you take account of the fact that programming assignments often take longer than you expect. If you do need help, feel free to communicate to the course staff via a private Piazza post. Earlier is better,
since if you wait until the night before the assignment is due, you may not receive help in time for it to be useful, but first, please make a reasonable attempt to resolve the issue on your own.

Speed is fun! Enjoy the class!